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seasonal + inspiring stories about saying it rite...the ceremonious way.
A much belated welcome to 2017, which is proving to be as fierce as many of us
guessed and more fearsome than most of us anticipated.
To believe in astrological and numerological predictions is to acknowledge that we
are in a Universal One Year, which is all about new beginnings, change and progress.
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And to follow the Chinese calendar is to celebrate 2017 as the year of the Fire
Rooster, an elemental totem that ushers in focus, heart and renewed energy.
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As I write this amidst much political turmoil and chaos here in the U.S., I am inclined
to want to believe the change part, and trust fervently that we will be progressing
towards something more positive soon.
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In keeping with my turn-of-the-year ritual of naming and claiming my year with an
intentional theme, I led a workshop mid-January to help others do the same. Pairing
guided visualization with journaling, yearly bucket list-making, and small group
processes allowed participants to attach inspirational words to their own 2017. I also
shared a list of some two dozen sustenance ritual ideas which are ideally suited to the
early days and weeks of any year.
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Dance Dance Revolution is the word/theme that chose me this year, which naturally
led me to a tagline of I Like to Move It! I felt inspired to go with a dance motif for my
2017 word, recognizing that in all things, letting it be a dance would be a stellar way
to navigate both the known and unknown paths in all things work and play.

Cling close to the edges
if you must
But know this:
Our fiercest living is spent
nearest the
Still point in the center.
Pursue the parabola,
Give yourself up to its spell.
It’s a charming bandit,
Asking you to dance
With abandon,
Arms up
In tall surrender.

And while life doesn’t always lend itself to dance, ceremony invariably does. In the
following stories and pages, I share snippets and snapshots from a variety of
ceremonies this past year, together with ritual wisdom for life’s many milestones. In
ceremony as with dance, we must be willing, as the poem on this page hints, to step
beyond, dance with abandon, and dare to give ourselves up to the spell of the
moment.
Here’s wishing you the liveliest of steps, and for every season – turn, turn, turn.

Holiday Ritual of Remembrance......7
Legacies of Love..............................7

In the spirit of dancing, I am
inspired to live by these words
this next year:

Blessings,
~ Author Unknown ~

Danna
Danna Schmidt, Soulsmith + Ceremonialist

Waypointceremonies.com
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EXIT STRATEGY
Legal declaratives and personalized vows aside, clever
wedding ceremony design (which is both an art and a
science) is about magically unifying the three times - what
was (once upon a time), what is (we are gathered here
today) and what will be (the happily ever after part) –
through myth and ritual.
Including elements that resonate and call attention to these
three times helps add substance to your ceremony.
Consider how you wish to honor your own once upon a
time - be that through rituals or words of remembrance
and gratitude, or even just by featuring simple symbolic
items in the ceremony or at the altar table.
Weddings are a much-beloved rite of passage and so that
said, the “passage” points (processional and recessional
elements) in the ceremony offer ideal moments to invoke
what was and what will be. The walk to and from the altar
is a powerful way for couples to ceremoniously enact their
journey and transition from me before you, to us, to this
day forth.
I invite my couples to consider how they might want to
incorporate meaningful and creative touches to their
processional or recessional elements. For example, it makes
for a memorable moment when couples opt for some kind
of “canopy of love” ritual, such as when the aisle guests
form an archway with cedar branches, blessing flag or
origami flower-adorned poles, or even lightsabers,
depending on the theme. Optionally, bubble wands,
kazoos, horns, cowbells and other processional
noisemakers bring out the joyful kid in every guest.

THY QUEENDOM COME
I was gifted the rare opportunity last spring of helping lend
closing ritual and spiritual sustenance/substance to a
women’s retreat with a “Queen of Your Life” theme.
A couple of the ways I chose to incorporate the theme was to
share stories of my own self-sovereign journey from
childhood to midlife, as well as to lead the women in song
with a custom-crafted rendition of “God Save the Queen,”
entitled “Thy Queendom Come.”
I included a reading of Nancy Tillman’s picture book, The
Crown on Your Head, which, paired with the closing reading
of Carol Ann Duffy’s poem, “The Crown” (crafted for the 60th
anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation), helped the
retreat attendees recognize how integral such acts of
claiming one’s self-sovereignty and donning a crown are to
the process of soul reclamation.
For the culminating Mirror, Mirror and Crowning
Achievement rituals, I invited the women to form a circle, we
passed a gilded black mirror around, and I asked each to look
into the mirror and share an essence word or phrase about
her own reflection. The women then took turns adorning
each other’s wrists with a silver crown charm bracelet, and
considering which self-sovereign wish or intention word they
wanted to hold, going forth back out into the world.

Getting married in the Puget Sound?
Check out the Spring/Summer 2017
edition of both South Sound Wedding &
Event magazine and Seattle Bride for their
feature articles on celebrant-led
ceremonies and Waypoint Ceremonies.

All told, it proved to be a lovely and inspiring closure for their
annual retreat, and is a rich ceremonial theme for midlife and
beyond passage points. Donna Henes’ book, The Queen of
My Self: Stepping into Sovereignty in Midlife is full of great
ideas for enacting empowerment rituals to honor feminine
power and wisdom at any age and stage...and so is your
friendly, neighborhood celebrant to help dub you queen of
your own life. So if the crown fits, why not wear it with pride,
ladies?!
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IT TAKES A VILLAGE
I spent several months this last year holed up with textbooks
and grief manuals for my Masters in Celebrancy research
project, It Takes a Village: Reclaiming Grief as a Communal
Rite in a Fractured World.
Immersing myself so intensely in grief models was both a
challenging and liberating experience. Through the study of
traditional bereavement theories, expressive art modalities
and shamanic approaches to grief, I gleaned powerful
wisdom about how to integrate and implement these
teachings in my forthcoming community grief ritual offerings.

ORANGE YOU GLAD?!
The dubious joy of having a mother who is a celebrant is that
all life's milestones both large and small are cause for
ceremony.
After much red tape regarding the importing of a family
vehicle from Canada last summer – an orange Suzuki SX4 –
our teen daughter was very excited at the prospect of
becoming a car owner. Her preference would have been just
to see the car keys handed over, but where’s the fun in that?
What did seem ceremonious, however, was to gather as a
family in the garage next to the car in order to wax nostalgic
about when we used to take her for wagon rides as a baby or
the first time she drove a bumper car at the local amusement
park.
This led to reading her a custom-crafted Orange You Glad?
blessing poem, having her sign a rules-of-the-road contract,
as well as inviting her to craft a gratitude note to her
grandparents, cut an orange ribbon, spritz her car with
essential orange citrus oil, affix a Jesus bandage to the
underside of the steering wheel (a kitschy but mandatory
family tradition), and place her great-grandmother’s
heirloom blanket from Switzerland upon the backseat.
Small car gifts were then presented to her from all (a funny
air freshener, a small garbage pail, etc.) and she indulged her
brother by permitting him to blow celebratory bubbles in her
direction. The ceremony then ended with a closing reading
by her brother from Go Dogs, Go!, together with a
culminating toast of orange soda, and the presentation of the
car keys on a lanyard. All told, this ceremonious torture
equated to about 10 minutes of discomfort for her, and
priceless, amusing witness for the rest of us, for what truly is
a milestone rite of passage in any teenager’s life.
And it will be remembered - either in therapy or elegiac
commiseration - as both she and her brother will one-fineday recall how they were made to endure such an
embarrassing experience during the high, holy height of their
teen years.

I came to appreciate how a ceremonious approach to
storytelling, healing art forms and communal witnessing
practices can help grief tenders shift their grief from a place
of resistance (numbness) to reclamation (fully embody their
sorrow) to revelation (release and renewal).
One of the motifs I explored in my project was the notion of
grief as the hungry ghost, which borrows from a Chinese
Taoist and Buddhist tradition, in which the ancestral and
spirit realms are ritually fed food and other items as
appeasement.
As with the ancestors, so too, I believe with our grief, as I
noted in my research findings.
“Grief begs for depth. Grief begs for a lot of things actually –
grief is the ultimate hungry ghost. And ghost is an apt term
because let’s face it, no matter the epoch or life moment in
question, grief is almost always in the room, wedged in right
next to Joy, whether we choose to notice or not.”
Interested in participating in my upcoming It Takes a Village
grief retreat or seasonal grief tending circles? Send me an
email at danna@waypointceremonies.com and I’ll be happy
to add you to my e-news list.

"Grief has to be learned, which means it has to be
taught. Which means it is possible not to learn it.
When we keep insisting on grief being a feeling, or
a process that needs management and closure, we
are talking about grief as an affliction, the same
way we talk about dying. But something changes
when we start seeing grief as a skill that needs
learning, which is what it is. As a culture, we are
grief-impaired not because we don't have what we
need to feel bad, but because we are griefilliterate. We aren't taught to grieve; we are taught
to handle grief, to resolve grief, to get on the other
side of it. We need grief teachers and
practitioners, not grief counselors, until the day
when they've become the same thing."
Stephen Jenkinson, Die Wise
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MAGICAL, MYSTERY TOUR
When our niece Kirsti died suddenly in November of 2013, it
felt, for all of us in the family, as though our hearts had
shattered into a zillion fragments. She was a firecracker
personality – all passion, purpose, and zest for adventure.
Hundreds of people attended her service and three years
later, her online memorial board continues to see active
posts. She will be forever missed.
In honor of her nickname, Birdie, we distributed birdseed
satchels as funeral tokens at her celebration of life, and
encouraged people to scatter the bird seed near or far in her
honor. As a variation to that, I vowed that I would bring her
with me to far-flung sites on the planet and leave traces of
her cremains in special places, most notably sacred or
volcanic sites. And so I began that venture in earnest in April
of 2014, by bringing a small vial of her cremains with me to
Sedona, Arizona and scattering her ashes at the Red Rock
Crossing vortex site along the Oak Creek (pictured bottom
left).
Later that same summer of 2014, we cast some of her
cremains out into the tradewinds along the southeastern
slope high above the Haleakalā Crater on Maui at sunrise.
This past spring, she traveled with me again, this time to Italy
and more notably, Pompeii, which sits to the west of the
mighty Mt. Vesuvius. There, I covertly crafted a small flower,
birdseed and cremains shrine on a small pillar along the right
wall of the main Basilica. More recently, we brought her with
us on vacation to Costa Rica. A hike through Rincon de la
Vieja National Park, a natural area abound with horses (her
great animal love) and hot springs, inspired us to leave some
of her cremains there.
A worldwide scattering of ashes quest is not a grief ritual
most would opt for, but for this grieving and traveling Aunt, it
helps me keep her memory and wanderlusting essence alive.

Top Right: Haleakalā Crater, Maui (top right); Middle Right: Leaving bits
of birdseed and Kirsti’s cremains at the Pompeii Basilica ruins (disclaimer:
I don’t recommend scattering ashes at a UNESCO heritage site, but Kirsti
would surely have appreciated the taboo factor) - Pompeii, Italy;
Bottom Right: Red Rock Crossing Vortex Hike - Sedona, Arizona;
Above: Parque Nacional Rincón de la Vieja in Costa Rica.
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A TALE OF TWO TIMS (TRIBUTE #1)
It was my great honor this past summer to commemorate the
life of a charismatic young husband and father by the name of
Tim, who died by suicide.
I am always transparent with families from the start that
should they wish to hire me as their funeral celebrant, they
need to know that the reason I became a funeral celebrant
was, in large part, due to witnessing my young niece Caitlin’s
funeral in 2009, in which her suicide was not spoken of. It was a
very tense and inauthentic service, most especially because
there were no rituals or words to help facilitate the muchneeded healing for family members and her high school friends
alike. I have since vowed to be part of the good funeral
movement and help facilitate transparency and healing.
Tim’s wife and family fully understood. They wanted to honor
his memory authentically and wished to host a memorial
service that would make space for the grief, confusion and
conflicting emotions that come with such a traumatic and
unexpected loss.
There are several ceremonial elements that can lend solace
and help do the heavy lifting in such times of great sorrow.
One of the rituals I suggested necessitated his wife collecting
river rocks from their favorite nature spot along the Cedar
River. These stones were then placed on each chair. Following
the eulogies, photo tribute and open remembrance, and just
prior to the words of committal, everyone was invited to clasp
their stone in hand, take a moment to “imprint” it with a
cherished memory of Tim, and to then take that memory stone
home as a keepsake.
Other keepsakes included laminated bookmarks with the “Hold
Onto What is Good” poem by Nancy Wood, and what proved
to be the most perfect honoring of Tim was my suggestion of
caricature stickers designed in his likeness. Tim was a
consummate “tagger” and was renowned for making his mark
known, as can be evidenced by how he lent color and style to
his guitar.
Some of the more poignant moments of the service were when
his parents lit the life candle, when his three young children (all
under age five) and wife came to the altar to place gemstones
and small dinosaur toys, and when his wife and siblings
extinguished the life candle at the end of the service. In both
life candle moments, the family members faced the couple of
hundred of attendees, and lingered just long enough for there
to be a moment of intense, sacred witnessing of their collective
grief.
One of my signature ways of being as a celebrant is that I name
and theme every ceremony I craft. I found inspiration for Tim’s
ceremony theme in his favorite movie, High Fidelity, as well as
in the words of his favorite author, Chuck Palahniuk. It became
obvious that Tim was a man who lived life loudly and proudly,
and who exemplified an uncommon allegiance to his friends
and family, and so this double entendre theme stuck.
Testament to this intimate work of close consultation with his

Along with his guitar at the altar, small gemstones and toys were also
placed at the base of the urn to commemorate cherished memories.

family during the days prior to the service is that many
people approached me after to remark how lovely and
personalized the service was, as well as to inquire how it is
that I knew Tim. When the family shared that I had never
met him, these attendees confessed to being amazed at
how perfectly I had managed to capture his spirit and life
story.
Such is the hallmark of my work as a Master Life-Cycle
Celebrant;® illuminating the essence of those I help
celebrate – through song, imagery, rituals, and story. I will
forever carry Tim’s tale in my heart, and feel blessed to
have lent ceremonial comfort to his family during this
sorrow-filled time.

DEATH MATTERS
Given enough time, everything old will eventually
be new again. This is true of the ever-growing field
of end-of-life transition guides, or as this Time
magazine article names us, Death Doulas. Cited as
one of the top 7 “new” jobs in 2017, end-of-life
transition guide work is a true vocation. Most of us
who feel called to this work do so because of our
own personal experience working as a hospice
volunteer or helping a family member transition
during a phase of life that is equal parts a tending
and tender time.
Two of my mentors/teachers in this work, Jerrigrace
Lyons with Final Passages in northern California, and
Char Barrett of A Sacred Moment here in the Puget
Sound, are amongst those who have boldly
pioneered the home funeral movement in North
America. If you are intrigued by our work in the
world, check out the National Home Funeral Alliance
site, which offers a wealth of resources.
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A TALE OF TWO TIMS (TRIBUTE #2)
This past September, my 59-year-old brother Tim’s health
took a turn for the worse. He had been on dialysis for a
decade and surgery was not an option for him. He made the
difficult life decision to go off dialysis and spent his last
couple of days with family holding vigil at his bedside. Tim
passed peacefully under the lamplight of a giant harvest
moon, surrounded by his loved ones.
In the days to follow, as we were making final arrangements
with the funeral home, my mother and niece asked me what
they should do about an urn for his cremains. Given that the
burial arrangements were to be DIY, on account of his plot
being located in a small town cemetery in which my Uncle
acted as a volunteer sexton, there were no hard and fast
rules or regulations about the type of burial urn to use. So I
suggested they go to the local craft shop, purchase an
inexpensive wooden chest and have my niece’s boyfriend,
Sebastien, aka the family artisan, engrave or decorate the
box.
He wholeheartedly accepted the challenge and admitted
after the fact that it was cathartic way to work through some
of his early grief. On one side of the box, he etched a pastoral
Alberta scene with wheat stalks, mountains, a harvest moon,
my brother’s name and birth/death dates. On the top, he
engraved my brother’s beloved tow truck and on the back
side, he depicted the logos of all Tim’s favorite sporting
teams. Not content to stop there, he then attached a locket,
gold handles, and gold rope to the sides for the lowering. And
because he’s an over-achiever, he also whipped up the
wooden plaque showcased to the right, until such time as a
more permanent grave marker will be placed.
The day before the graveside service, which I wrote from afar
and arranged for an uncle to officiate, I encouraged my
family to write notes and letters to tuck into the box, along
with photos, trinkets or other mementos.
Despite the cool autumn wind, the day of the committal
service proved poignant. My talented aunt and uncle lent
musical tribute to the day by playing a handful of prelude,
interlude and postlude hymns on the fiddle and harmonica –
most notably “Amazing Grace.”
My mother read a befitting Mary Oliver poem, “In Blackwater
Woods,” and following the words of committal, my nephews
performed the heart-wrenching work of lowering their
father’s urn into the ground, and following that, each of the
immediate family members placed a rose in sync with
customized litany of remembrance words, inspired by the
creative genius of my celebrant colleague, Holly Pruett. As
final gesture and ode to both my brother’s infamous sweet
tooth and his nickname, Timmy; the closing ritual was a
Timbit (famous Canadian donut holes) benediction.
My brother was not one for ceremony, yet I sense that even
he might have approved of our small ceremonial touches,
and perhaps especially the handcrafted wooden urn box.

Photos from Top Right to Bottom: (1) Graveside Altar Table;
(2) Homemade Grave Plaque; (3) Harvest Wreath; (4) DIY Urn:
Monetary Price – less than $20, Heart Expenditure – Priceless.
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HOLIDAY RITUAL OF REMEMBRANCE
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This past December, I was commissioned to craft a ritual of
remembrance to honor my friend’s dear mother, who had
died the previous Christmas Day. It was to be a sunset beach
ceremony, given that they were vacationing in Costa Rica.

“When a mother dies, a daughter grieves. And
then her life moves on. She does, thankfully, feel
happiness again. But the missing her, the wanting
her, the wishing she were still here ~ I will not lie
to you, although you probably already know.
That part never ends.”

Crafting DIY healing ceremonies is one of my favorite
celebrant things. I love empowering families to co-deliver
their own personal ceremony and bear both private and
beautiful witness to each other in this kind of formalized
way.

Hope Edelman
Motherless Daughters: The Legacy of Loss,
20th Anniversary Edition

This family really delivered. They set an amazing beach altar
table, complete with many meaningful items and linens,
nature items, and even holy water from Lourdes. And they
were receptive to taking turns to deliver the various
readings, tributes pieces and rituals, which was integral.
For one of the rituals, which I named Simple Gifts, I asked
that each family member search for and gift-wrap a nature
item from their vacation that held significance relative to
their memories and stories of my friend’s mother, Karin.
At that point in the ceremony, each family member took
turns opening and sharing both their beach treasure and
cherished memories of Karin’s essence with the others.
They also made exquisite use of the elements and beach
environment for this ceremony. For earth, they collected
black beach sand for their votive holders and river rocks on
the altar. For fire, they included a burning ritual midceremony and ended the day with S’mores around a bonfire.
For water, they sprinkled the holy water on key ritual items,
and of course, they included the ocean as they tossed their
roses out to sea that next afternoon. And for air, the wind
became their conduit to carry their sky lanterns onwards and
upwards when the sun set that evening on the western sea.
As an annual Christmas tradition and ritual of remembrance
in the years to come, my friend’s family have opted to
include the wine communion element, which I had woven in
as a kind of closing tribute, sacred birth honoring, and
benediction.
Holiday, commemorative and grief ritual inspiration
abounds. I recommend curating the meaningful treasures,
linens, photos and other life ephemera, as my brave friend
did, as a first step in preparing to host a remembrance
ceremony to honor your dearly departed. From there, you
can better visualize how to enliven their essence, story and
gifts; and say your memories rite...the ceremonious way.

LEGACIES OF LOVE
One of my occupational hazards as a funeral celebrant is
that I have seldom met those whose life I celebrate. In the
case of Virginia, a much beloved 93-year-old matriarch
whose graveside burial service I officiated in early January,
I acutely wished I had known her in life because to know
her was clearly to love her. Telling her long-life-well-lived
story was awe-inspiring. As a serial volunteer and one of
the founding mothers of her adopted hometown food
bank, Virginia deeded her own kitchen creed in the wider
community of ensuring no one went hungry.
To honor her central place in the family, community
service and the underlying theme of homemaking, I
suggested we close the service with Joy Harjo’s powerful
poem, “Perhaps The World Ends Here.” This was apropos
because following the service, all were invited to gather for
a luncheon hosted by the Darrington Funeral Dinners, a
community initiative that gained notoriety in the days and
weeks following the Oso mudslide on March 22, 2014.
Driving home from the luncheon, I stopped at the Oso
memorial shrine overlooking the mudslide disaster site
that claimed 43 lives. I thought about how connected
Virginia must have felt to this region and these people, and
I was touched to notice the 43 trees, commemoratively
adorned with Christmas ornaments. Indeed, through these
honoring gestures, as with all rituals of love, loss and
lament, we remember them.
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WAGE PEACE } by Judyth Hill
Wage peace with your breath.
Breathe in firemen and rubble,
breathe out whole buildings and
flocks of red
wing blackbirds. Breathe in
terrorists and breathe out sleeping
children and
freshly mown fields.
Breathe in confusion and breathe
out maple trees.
Breathe in the fallen and breathe
out lifelong friendships intact.
Wage peace with your listening:
hearing sirens, pray loud.
Remember your tools: flower
seeds, clothes pins, clean rivers.
Make soup.
Play music, learn the word for
thank you in three languages.
Learn to knit, and make a hat.
Think of chaos as dancing
raspberries, imagine grief as the
outbreath of beauty or the
gesture of
fish.
Swim for the other side.
Wage peace.
Never has the world seemed so
fresh and precious.
Have a cup of tea and rejoice.
Act as if armistice has already
arrived.
Celebrate today.

PEACE LIKE A RIVER
If you’re at all like me, you might be feeling as though your own peace projects,
whatever they are, have a whirledly rather than worldly outlook to them of late. We
are living in uncertain times and as UU theologian and poet Lynn Ungar notes in her
poem, The Last Good Days, “it is entirely possible it only gets worse from here.” She
prescribes the immediate and small answers of waking up, giving thanks, and
singing.
I, like most who are alive and awake in this unwell and unsettling nation circa winter
of 2017, am doing what I can to combat divisiveness with inspiring words (I’m
dishing out powerful poems to all who dare read them like the shameless poetry
whisperer that I am), small acts of community faith and peaceful protest, and more
focused activities of both the censored and sensored variety. I am censoring my
listening and attuning my senses to the stories of the misfits, the visionaries, the
poets, the artists and craftivists, the designers, the filmmakers, the philanthropists,
the caregivers, the disenfranchised, our elders and our youth. We the people, in
order to form a more perfect and peaceful union, are rising up. We’re standing and
banding together and we’re voicing injustice, just as we’ve always done because we
know that peace is not possible until it is universally held. And because we know that
it must begin with me the individual before it can extend itself to we the collective.
Hence, I am engaging in a few homespun craftivism initiatives to help embolden me
through these challenging times. I have recently crafted my own Peace Treaty, which
is my personal checklist for remaining peace-filled. I have also devised my Marching
Orders for 2017, in answer to my angst-filled question, “What Can I Do?” Everything
from thank you cards and letters to bold politicians, community leaders and
courageous citizens; to more time spent in nature active-listening to the trees and
rivers; to crafting objects that embody peace, truth and beauty; to launching grief
groups and sustenance ritual classes is on my marching orders list, as creative
response to how I’m deeding my “Do Some Small Thing” creed.
In other words, I am remembering my tools and acting, as the poet Judyth Hill
suggests, “as if armistice has already arrived.”

About Me > > I’m a Master Life-Cycle Celebrant® based in Seattle, Washington. My work in the world is about co-crafting artisanal
ceremonies from birth to earth for individuals, couples and communities alike. In addition to earning a comparative religions degree, my training
in the art of ritual studies includes four certifications from the Celebrant Foundation & Institute (Weddings, Funerals & Memorials, Ceremonies
Across the Lifespan, and Masters in Celebrancy).
You can reach me at danna@waypointceremonies.com. If I don’t reply right away, chances are I‘m dancing, crafting peace or making soup.
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